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INTRODUCTION
Most topology optimization techniques have been based on the displacement formulation because of simplicity in the formulation. In the last decades, various methods have been proposed to solve the topology optimization problems with displacement constraints for continuum structures. Current popular methods of the topology optimization include mainly homogenization method proposed by Bendsøe and Kikuchi [1] , the SIMP (the solid isotropic material with penalization) method proposed by Bendsøe [2] and Rozvany et al. [3] , the RAMP (Rational Approximation of Material Properties) method proposed by Stolpe and Svanberg [4] , ESO (evolutionary structural optimization) method proposed by Xie and Steven [5] , Bi-directional ESO (BESO) method is proposed by Querin et al. [6] , the level set method proposed by Osher and Sethian [6] , and the ICM (independent, continuous and mapping) method proposed by Sui and Yang [7, 8] . The effectiveness and limitations of these optimization methods were discussed in the review by Sui and Ye [9] . It should be noted that the most existing research in the topology optimization was based on specific geometrical or physical variables which is not conducive to build the unified topology optimization models.
In this paper, an improved sigmoid type filter-polish function is proposed as filter function of elemental weight and stiffness so as to weaken the low-topological-variable elements while enhancing the high-topological-variable elements by polarization, and then a new structural topology optimization model based on the ICM method is established, in which the objective function is the structural weight and the constraints functions are displacements. The sequential 
where   rj u t is the displacement of the j -th degree of freedom at the point of interest under the r -th load case, j u is its constraint limit, J is the number of the displacement constraints for each load case, W is the structural weight, () ii wt is i -th elemental weight, the R is the number of the load cases acting on the structure, 001 . 0 min  t is the lower limit of the continuous topological
The Explicit Expression of Displacement Constraints
Using the unit virtual load method [7] [8] [9] , the displacement at a point of interest can be expressed by calculating the virtual work as follows:
where ij u is the th i  element's contribution to the displacement value of the j -th degree of freedom at the point of interest, According to the work energy theorem, the virtual work in Eq. (2) 
where i k and i V P are the element's stiffness matrix and the element's nodal force vectors associated to the virtual load in the th i  element, respectively. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we can get the explicit expression of displacement constraints as follows:
The Classical ICM Method Subject to Topological Optimization with Multiple Displacement Constraints
The independent-continuous-mapping (ICM) method is proposed by Sui and Yang [8] to convert equivalently the binary design variables which is used to indicate material or void in the various elements to independent continuous design variables from the viewpoint of topology optimization.
In the classical ICM method, the variable weight and stiffness matrix of the i-th element, i w and i k is respectively recognized by the filter functions as Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5), we obtain: Substituting formula (6) and (9) into the optimization model (1), then we obtain an explicit topology optimization model as follows:
A NEW STRUCTURAL TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION ICM METHOD BASED ON THE IMPROVED SIGMOID TYPE FILTER-POLISH FUNCTION
This paper study Sigmoid function to express the polish function and the filter function, and the expressions of Sigmoid function is as follows 1 1
Sigmoid function (11) is shown in Fig.1 
Reconstruction of the Sigmoid Function
In this section, we propose a new ICM method which is bi-directional approaching to the step function combining polish function (12) and its modified function. As will be shown in the following, the new polish-filter has several other advantages, such as stable and fast convergence, black and white solutions, etc. The new modified Sigmoid function can be written as: (1 ) (1 ) 
SOLUTIONS STRATEGY FOR THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
Take the reciprocal of stiffness filter function as design variables as follows   
